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Relay raises West, Waugh 
awarness, honored nationally 
money 
BY CHUCK· SAMBUCHINO 
Senior News Editor 
Xavier's first ever Relay for Life 
walk against cancer raised over 
$27 ,000 this past weekend. Despite 
a brief stampede inside due. to warn-
ings of possible tornados, the event 
was an all-around success. 
The green space was alive with 
various games andmini-fundraisers 
throughout the night, with windows 
in Husman Hall strewn with lights 
spelled out the word H-0-P-E. 
"I'm really happy · about 
everyone's participatio~," said se-
nior Patrick 
Struble, co-chair 
. fought or are fighting a battle with 
· '.cancer were allowed on the track. 
Soon after the relay commenced, 
Funky G, a cover band with tour 
dates in southwest· Ohio, took the 
green space stage and got the crowd 
moving. 
There were over 20 teams, with . 
each team having a~ywhere from 
five to 20 members. Each partici-
pant· was urged to raise as much 
money as they could - the minimum 
being $1,000 per team. 
At around 8:30 p.m., students 
Donna. WaymiTe and MiChael 
Flannery began · · 
the Luminaria 
of the event. 
"It's great It's re-






volved, "I'm out 
here because it's 
a great cause and 
"Thanks to support 
from Xavier and the 
outside communiry, . 
the first Relayfor Life 
Ceremony, read-
ing ·off the 
names of iii.di- · 
viduals cur-
rently ~fflicted 
with or who lost 
a battle to can-
cer. It was those 
names that were 
written on the' 
track luminar-
ies. ··a good t~me. 
Red Want-Both my mom 
and· aunt had 
breast cancer. 
When I got asked 
to do it, it wasn't. 
a question." -
was an extreme 
success and !plan·o1!· 
continuing the 
tradition next year in 
hopes that it will be._ 
here for years to 
ing Blue, an- NEWSWIREPHOTOSBYBRIANANGOUA 
other up-and- Senior David West (left) is one of fivefinalists for college basketball's top individual honor, the 
coming Ohio Wooden Award, which wili be given on Saturday in. Los Angeles. Over the past weekend, West 
band, hit the received four. different awards for his performance this season, including one'given on Monday 
stage after the _ at the final game of the NCAA Tournament. Senior Amy Waugh (right) won a three-point 
" By 6 p.m., the 
cloudy sky had 
cleared and col-
orful tents were 
sprouting every-
where. Teams 
come; sun went down shooting contest last week~nd in New Orleans~ To win the competition, she had to defeat not 
and rocked the only her fellow women competitors but also the winner of the men's contest .. Refer to pages - Ashley Stock 
Relay for Life Co-Chair 
crowd until the 1 i and 13 for full coverage. ·· 
late night noise L------------------------------------~---1 
like "Picture the Cure" and "Boo, 
cancer, get out da way!" were get-
ting ready for a long-night of walk-
ing and fun. 
The walking track went along 
the outside of the green space, then 
circled out to the far side of 
Bellarmine Chapel before coming 
back. It was outlined with lumi-
naries, all of which had the names 
of cancer survivors ori them. 
A "surviv~r lap" was held early 
· on, where only those who have 
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ordinance 
kicked in. Po~ 
lice officers with decibel-a-meters 
graced the event and made sure the 
band did not disturb surrounding 
neighbors. 
"One. of the best parts about see-
ing them live is how they feed off of 
the audience;s reaction," said SAC 
event chair senior Casey Owens, 
who arranged for the group to play. 
. "It really makes t~e crowd feel like 
they are part of the show arid not 
_ just watching· it." 





mobbed from the beginning of their 
performance, with some enthusias~ 
tic fans singing along. Complaints 
were made, however; about . the 
band's sporadically uncouth lyrics 
and penchant for smoking at a can-
cer event. 
As· the event lingered on and 
laps started to pile. up, those who 
didn't hit the sack early were busy 
. with their own small fundraisers. 
Boyle's team, '.'Grade-A Meats;'' . 
had teammate senior Anne Schultes 
reading fortunes .with a French.ac-
OP-ED: 
Limitations on our 
money 
PAGES 
cent. Another squad was selling and populated residential mall was 
Polaroid pictures with the Xavier empty and alone. 
Blob for a small $2 fee. "Thanks to support from Xavier· 
At approximately 12:30 a.m., an~ the outside community, the first 
local tornado sirens interrupted the Relay for Life was an extreme suc-
cornhole and Frisbee games. Fun- cess .and I plan on continuing the 
nel clouds in the greater Cincin- tradition next year in hopes that it 
nati area forced everyone inside . will be here for years to conie," said 
temporarily, where games and kept junior Ashley Stock, co-chair of the 
people awake until they returned event. "So many people helped out . 
to the soggy grass a few hours later.: and there's no way I could possibly . 
The sun rose on Saturday morn~ thank everyone involved." 
ing and slowly, people began· to 
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Xavier's McDonald Library is 
talcing part in a national effort by 
college and unhrersity libraries to 
measure the quality of their ser-
vices and identify the best prac-
tices. Xavier is posting a survey 
on the web for two weeks begin-
ning on Monday, March 31. Stu-
dents will receive four email no-
tices, or can access the survey by 
going directly to the library Web 
page. The survey will require you 
to identify yourself using All Card 
information. Participation will 
qualify you for a chance to win a 
p~m pilot. 
Vigil for peace 
Silent vigils are being held on 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-
days from 12:20to12:30 p.m. and 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
12:45 to 1 p.m. for peaceful solu-
tions toward the conflict with Iraq. 
Due to the continuing ·nature of 
this event, an updated schedule 
will b.e published weekly. For 
more information; contact the 
Peace and Justice programs at 
745-3046. 
St. Vincent de Paul 
fundraiser 
On Thursday, April 10, ·the third 
annual St. Vicent de Paul Charity 
concert will take place from 5 to 7 
· p.m. on the residential mall. 
Bands Crazy Ivan, Eustace- and 
Lights ofEvening will be perform-
. ing. Pizza and drinks will be pro- · 
vided for~$2 or any donations of 
canned food or clothing. All 
procedes will go to benefit St. 
Vincent de Paul Society of Cin-
cinnati. 
Peer support group 
The Xavier Alliance is now 
providing a peer support group. · 
This group provides an opportu:.. 
nity for lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
questioning students to meet with 
one another in a confidential set-
ting which offers support and af-
firmation as participants strive to 
live their lives without ridicule. 
Email. alliance@xavier.edu for 
more information. 
·· Nepal s~rvice 
learning suspended 
Due to the war and geo-politi-
cal situation, the Nepal Academic 
Service Learning semester has 
been temporarily suspended for 
the Fall 2003 semester. For further 
information, contact Susan Nemei 




Applicaiions for next year's 
Alternative Spring Break boarQ 
will be available at the Dorothy 
Day House on Friday. On Tues-
day, April 15, at 10 p.m., an infor-
mation meeting will be held at the 
house for those interested. Call 
Jackie Kominski for more info at 
8744. 
CAMPUS.NEWS. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
BSA· Scholarships 
. BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO 
Senior News Editor 
Xavier University's Black Stud~nt 
Association (BSA) held the 27th an-
nual Antonio Johnson Scholarship 






Hines - a former winner of the AJ 
Scholarship - greeted the congre-
gation of over 400 people. Father 
Michael Graham, S.J., followed up 
with the president's welcome. 
"It's an honor and pleasure to be 
here," Bias said. "So many times. we 
try to avoid dealing with hardships. 
. Hardships push you through the les-.. 
s9ns of life. If )'.OU continue to press, 
. Award Recipients 
Following· Bias's empowering 
speech was the presentation of 
awards. 
The night's most coveted prize, 
the $3,000 A1 Scholarship, went 
to junior Natasha Hamilton. 
"It was a great 








Outstanding ·First Year Student: Shurrell Suttles 
seeing me as an 
asset to the 
Xavier commu-
Outstanding Sophomore: J.J~ Gibson.·. 
Outstanding Senior:· Anthony Hudson· 
nity," said 
Hamilton. "I 
know there was a 
lot of good com-. 
petition for the . 
award and that 
T h e 
record-break-
ing crowd 












Antonio Johnson Leadership Award: Ayana Tho-.• 
makes. it even 
more special to 
be the recipient mas 
forthis year." 
. . 







Faculty Support Award: ·J?r. Christine Anderson 
''The turn-
out was good 




Congratulations to alt participants and winners 
m ·i t t e e 
worked to 
put this to-
gether,'.' said sophomore Simone Har-
ris, chair of the AJ Scholarship com-
mittee. ."J' m so happy to see all the 
students come' together to celebrate 
students ·of color and leaders of 
Xavier's campus." 
The scholarship began in 1976, 
brought about to honor·Antonio 
Johnson, a former president of BSA 
who passed away shortly after gradu-
ating from college. Each year, a fi-
nancial award is presented to an Afri-
can-American junior for his or her 
academic excellence, leadership, 
contribution to BSA, and community 
service. 
Mistress of Ceremonies Janelle 
The night's keynote speaker 
was Dr. Lonise Bias, the mother of 
the late Len Bias, who died of drug-
related causes mere days after be-
. ing drafted from the University of 
Maryland to the NBA. She also 
lost another son to a drive-by shoot-
ing. 
As Bias took the podium, she 
explained her four token points of 
her speeches: first, that she loves 
each and every person in the room; 
second, she sees no black faces, 
white faces nor any other race -
simply faces; third, she is not here 
to offend anyone; fourth, our opin-
ion doesn't really matter to her. 
the best is yet to come. You should 
welcome the opportunity to maxi-
mize your potential. . 
''Faith untested is powerless. The 
thing I thought would kill me gave 
me life; What I've been through has 
. helped me become an advocate of 
the healing race. If we are to honor 
Antonio, we must have a concern for 
our fellow man." 
. Among the many things Bias 
spoke about was her concern for the 
nation's youth and the attention they 
don't receive: "Our nation's great-
est natural resource is children. 
. They are reachable, teachable, 
loveable and savable." . 
Police Notes 
April 1, 5:35 p.m. ___, TWo non- April 4, 2:20 a.m. -An under-
students were arrested at the book- age resident student was cited for 
store for receiving stolen property. underage consumption of alcohol 
It was reported they had been sell- and possession of fictious identifi-
ing stolen textbooks over the l~t . cation after l?eing observed carry-
few days from a publishing com- · ing a large construction sign~ 
pany' in Northern Kentucky. 
April 5; 2 p.m. - A resident stu-
dentreported receiving emails and 
unwanted)etters on several past 
occasions from a commuter student. 
April 2, 3:2_0 p.m. - Campus 
Police· and Cincinnati Fire re-. 
sponded to a fire alarm in Brockman 
Hall. They _were unable to locate 
the source. 
April 4, 10:40 a.m. -:.A resi- April 6, 5:50 p._m. -An em-
April 3, 3:40 p.m •. - Campus 
Police .received an auto accident 
report from two c~pus visitors who 
collided as they were pulling into 
the admissions office lot . 
dent student reported receiving .. 'ployee reported the theft ofa TREK 
threatening and 1harrassing phone · mountain bike froni the Dorothy 
calls·made to his room the previ~ Day House. The lock.was forcibly 
· ous night. · removed. 
April 4, 12 p.m. - Campus Po-
lice received a report of a hit-aild-
run accident on the residential 
mall. A concrete curb was damaged 
by a delivery truck driver who fled 
. the scene. 
April 7, 8:45 p.m. -An auto ac- . 
.. cident was reported .in· the F& W lot. 
A commuter student backing out of 










. Harris spoke 
after tl).e night 
·ended about her happiness with 
the event. With 424 attendees, it. 
was the biggest AJ banquet in . 
Xavier's history. 
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'Black Hawk Down' Animal 
speaker .comes to Theology 
. ' . ·. . 
BY LISA DEGENHART 
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO 
Senior News Editor 
Anyone who was thrilled .last 
year by the real life, action-drama 
film "Black Hawk Down" will be 
thrilled to hear Ken·i Thomas, . 
a former U.S. Ranger and par-
ticipant of the happenfogs 
. that inspfred the book and 
movie, has penciled Xavier 
into his busy schedule. 
Campus NewsAssistant Editor: 
X 
.. 
av1er, Theology and Animals is the newest class added to Xavier's cur-" 
riculum. Intended to explore the 
quired to be a. leader," he said. "At responsibilities Christians have for 
some point in everyone's life they animals, this class has been started 
will be put in a position to be a leader, by feminist theologian and activ- · 
and it's all ·about making tlie most of ist Dr. Elizabeth Farians. It is one 
an elite, crew that invaded 
Mogadishu, Somalia in a valiant 
attempt·to ensnare warlord 
M~hamed Farrah. 
Since the fam~us attack, he · those opportunities." of few classes across the nation 
When asked about how he ein- dealing with the idea of theology 
braced talking to large crowds, he and animals. 
replied, "Professional speaking This class will give students 
fo.und me." He has used the sue- the opportunity to explore the in-
cess of the ''Black Hawk Down humane treatment of animals and 
(BHD)" movie and boo!c to edu- the ()bligation Chr~stians have to 
cate people on his "promise to tell dpferid animal rights. Farians says, 
the story of camaraderie, courage ·"We are given dominion over the 
and valor of the Rangers in BHD." animals just as God has dominion 
Thomas is being brought to over us. It has to be a relationship 
campus courtesy ~f the Peer Lead- . of lov.ing kindness." 
sees animal's and women's rights as 
intertwined; ."The same patriarchal 
systems oppressing women are those 
oppressing the animals~and the earth. 
Throughout history,_ women have 
been treated as animals," Farians 
says. The class will use the text Po r-
110 g rap hy of Meat, by Carol J. 
Adams, examining the question of 
how women and pieces of meat are 
treated in the same manner. 
In addition, the class will discuss 
the views of other religions toward 
animals and the idea of vegetarian- . 
ism as. a solution. 
Farians has struggled her entire 
. life with being a feminist and an 
activi!!t, suffering a great deal of dis-
crimination as one of the first women 
theologians. 
Thomas's speech will be 
centered on "Expectations of 
a Modern Leader" and is free. 
He will speak on Tuesday,· .. 
April 15, at 7 p:m,· at the 
Gallagher Student Center 
Theatre, then stick around af-
terwards to talk with students 
and sign autographs. 
. A Georgia native, Thomas 
graduated from the University 
·· Keni Thcin1~s \/Vm spe~k atX~vier 
on April . ls abo.ut his .true 
experience that became a 
·.Hollywood film. 
ership Team (PLT) as well as nu- Farians believes God did not in-
merous co-sponsors. · terid animals for .human use. "Since _ 
"Keni brings a perspective on people rebelled against vegetari~ 
leadership, as well as life, thatwill anism at first, the church did not 
intrigue and inspire students," take a strong stand on it .because 
said sophomore Andy Gibson of they did not want to alienate fol-
· It has been a hard-fought battle 
to get this course on Animals and 
Theology into the curriculum. "It is · 
a tremendous break through and I 
Just hope that the class will grow," 
she says . 
of Florida with a degree in jour-
nalism and followed in his 
father's footsteps when he joined 
the armed services· ~s a Ranger 
in 1991. In 1993, he was part of 
has remained in the public eye · 
with his. band, Cornbread, and 
has toured the country as a pub-
lic speaker. 
"Everyone has character re-
PLT. "His messageis one that ap- lowers," .she says. "Hut as .Chris-
plies tci all and one that all·can learn _ tians, we cannot ignore the terrible 
from." . plight of animals and we must take 
Those with questions can contact a stand." 
the PLT office at 745-3662. Farians will also incorporate 
women's rights in the course. She 
The three-credit hour class will 
be offered ·during lhe first summer 
session, May 19- June 26, on Mon-
days and Wednesdays from 6:15-
9:30 p.m. · Grad~ate credit is avail-
. able. For more information, contact 
· Farians at 984-8062. -
Student. parking 
concerns are legitimate 
BY COLIN MCDERMOTT 
Contributing Writer 
It is a one-lane, gravel drive-
way, and to leave it, the students 
·backed around each qther' s cars, 
Since being fined for damag- thereby damaging the grass. 
!ng the grass next to their drive~ Because the house is Xavier-
way, the student residents of owned, Residence Life notified 
1534 ·Dana Ave. have e,x:peri- the girls of a $715;60 fine. The 
enced good and bad effects from · students refused .to pay the fine, 
that decision. contending that a residence ·life 
On the plus side, the Office of administrator had informe9 them 
Residence Life reversed the fine it was alright for the girls to back 
against the students, seniors out around each other. 
Bridgette Haap, Sharon Gravett On Friday, March 21, the stu-
and Rasey Woodall. On the · dent residents met with Res Life 
downside, Haap's street-parked Admin~~trators Lori Lambert,-di-
car was hit by a passing car on rector of residence life; Cindy 
Sunday, April 6. · Lowman-Stieby, apartments/ . 
In the article "Student park- houses manager; and Beverly 
ing woes continue," from the . Bobbitt. 
March 19 issue, the 'Newswire The Res Life adminiStrators . 
reported that three ofthe·student explained the reasons. for the 
residents ofl534 Dana were be- fine. The .students reinforced 
ing fined for a muddy patch of that they had been informed on . 
grass next to their driveway. more than one occasion that they 
. were allowed to back out around each 
· other, over the grass. 
"At first they were hesitant to take 
it back. After we told them we weren't 
going to pay it because it was told to 
us we could back around ·each other, 
they reversed the fine. I thought they 
wei:e all pretty reasonable," said 
Haap._ 
The students were pleased with 
Res Life's new decision. It was a 
tricky issue for both· sides,. because 
while the students felt it was unjust 
to be fined for something they claim 
-they were told they could do, Res 
Life must do its job for both the uni-
versity and ·the students. 
· "The first part was handled okay· 
because they did take the fine back, 
but the university needs to handle 
the second part and widen the drive-
wayforthe future residents who live 
here," said Haap. 
_ On April 6, Haap and her mother 
went .to the local art museum so. parking on Dana, but felt she had 
Haap qould work on an art project. no choice because of 1534 Dana's 
Because her mother drove, Haap parking problems. 
left her 2000 Ford Focus parked · "This is two years in a row that 
on Dana Avenue so her roommates . it's happened .. .If there were a wider 
would not be blocked in and be driveway, this wouldn't have hap-
. able to back out of the driveway. pened," Haap said. 
Haap was gone from 3:30 to 4 
p.m. when her car was struck fn its 
parked spot. 
"I knev; it was going to happen. 
I didn't know who it was going to 
happen to, but it happened to be 
me," Haap said. 
This is not the first time a stu-
dent resident of 1534 Dana has had 
his or her car hit by a passing car. 
Las~ year, the four student residents 
who lived there did not buy passes 
to park in the driveway, opting to 
park on the street.. One student's 
car was subsequently hit and to-
taled. 
Haap knew of the dangers of 
The Newswire is taking.· a. t¢qipora.J:Y~hja.-tusfor Eas-
. ter break· riext Week. Have a Safe · Cl.Ild happy break. 
summer is•gettingcloser!J! . 
,,·.' 
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"What's On Tap" includes events and m·eetings for students from the University Calendar [Vliww.xavier.edu/calendar], compiled by the office of student life. Events and 
meetings can be submitted and updated via the web site. Contact Carol Boschert at 745-3202 with questions about submitting student events to the calendar and 
the compilation of this list. · 
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Combat all.but over ' .... 
BY PATRICK PETERSON 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
that a}Jied bombs almost certainly 
had killed Ali Hassan. al-Majid, · 
known as "Chemical Ali." A mem-
her of Saddam's inner circle, al-
BAGHDAD, Iraq._ U.S. Army · Majid ordered a poison gas attack 
soldiers spent the night in one of · that killed thcmsands of Kurds in 
SaddamHussein's main presidential 1988: 
palaces and 10,000 U.S. Marines ''.We believe that the reign of 
surged into the capital's outskirts as·. terror of Chemical Ali has come to 
U.S. officials suggested that major an end," Rumsfeld said. "To Iraqis 
combat.was all but over in Iraq. who have suffered athis hand, he 
"The hostilities phase is coming will never again terrorize you or 
· to a conclusion," Secretary of State your families." · 
Colin Powell said Moriday. Another Other officials said they would 
leading indicator: Gen. Tommy await further examination o( the 
Franks, who commands the allied human.remains found in a build-
force from a base in Qatar, spent much 
of Monday visiting his troops in 
Iraq. . 




And so, early Tuesday; fending 
off sporadic enemy fire, large num-
bers of allied. forces occupied key · 
precincts of both Baghdad and· 
Basra, Iraq's two largest cities. Both 
cities were virtually encircled by 
U.S. and British troops. 
"What we're trying to do is sur-
round the city," Brown said of 
. Baghdad. "Keep.the rats in and the 
reinforcements out.". 
. Asked if elements oftheAriny's 
3rd Infantry Division would remain · 
at the presidential palace and other 
locations in Baghdad or withdraw, 
Navy Capt. Frank Thorp said: "Ob-
vimisly, they don't feel they're vul-
nerable, as they're still 
in there." 
At the same time, experts tested · 
chemicals that could prove th!lt Iraq 
possesses weapons of mass destruc-
tfon. U.S. officers said they found 




they do the· 
DNA I am' 




Bro w·n, · 
' Those aecomplish-
ments, combined with . 
"We believe that relative tran.quility 
behind th'e front lines 
the reign oft.error of and modest gains in 
. terminedwere the nerve agents sarin 
and tabun and .the. blister agent 
lewisite. 
If additional testing confirms the 
presence of such chemical agents, 
the discovery at a compound near 
the city of Hindiyah, about 60 miles 
. south of Baghdad, would be the first 
operations 
chief for 
·c· h. · · ·· · l A 1 ·; h · northern Iraq, inspired emzca ·. . t . as increasingly confi-
come io an end.." dent statements by 
U.S. officials. 
· - Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld · 
-"The circle is clos~ 
ing,'' Rumsfeld said. 
"Their options are. 
running out." 
of Marines to ·"remember those 
we've lost and I also want you to 
remember .what we've gained." ' 
"Get it done and we'll be mov-
ing on," Franks said .. 
President Bush and British Prime · 
Minister Tony Blair, meeting Mon-
day in Belfast, Northern Ireland, 
concentrated on forging a plan for 
post-war Iraq. As they consulted, 
U.S. officials in the squtherri Iraqi 
port of Umm Qasr P.repared for the 
U.S. soldiers and journalists from 
Spain and Germany, On the east-
ern flank, two Marines were killed. 
and three wounded when an artil-
lery shell struck their armored am-
phibious· vehicle as it approached 
Baghdad. 
The official U.S. military death 
toll rose to 86, with more than 150 
wounded. 
In Baghdad,' the day's action 
began around sunrise, when troops 
proof that Iraq has been hiding 
bann~d weapons of mass destruc-
tion, a primary justi?cation for the 
the .l st . Several reports said · . PHOTO COURTESY OF KINGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS 
Marine Expeditionary Force. 
"This guy has been_ like Freddy 
Krueger. We've killed him four or 
five times." 
the Iraqi army's 10th Armored Divi-
.. sion, based near the southeastern 
city of Amara, was ready to surren-
President George W. Bush shakes hands with Marines as he visits 
Camp Lejeune, N~C., to speak to troops about the war in Iraq. 
war. 
In Washington, Defense. Secre-
tary Donald Rumsfeld cautioned that 
·initial reports and tests are often in-
accurate. ':.\.lmost all first reports we 
get t4rn out to. be wrong," he said. · 
. Some. military officers at the 
scene said the m~terial could be the 
residue qf pesticides; others said 
they believed nerve ag~nts are 
present. About a· dozen soldiers and 
two journalists, including Knight. 
Ridder reporter Tom Lasseter, said 
the substances made. them ill or 
caused blotches on their skin. More · 
sophisticated tests will be con~ucted 
in.c.oming days, Rumsfeld said. 
In another major development, 
U.S. and British officials announced 
In Basra, British troops consoli~ 
dated their control of the south" 
ern city of 1.3 m~llion people, but 
hundreds of residents indulged in 
widespread looting, breaking into 
the central bank and retail shops . 
and setting fire to· a hotel. 
. Furthernorth, 10,000 U.S. Ma" · 
· rines streamed across makeshift 
bridges and floated aboard am-
phibious vehicles; cross·~ng a 
tributary of the Tigris River and 
rushing into the outskirts of 
Baghdad near the Rashid military . 
alifield. Army forces already held 
important strategic and symbolic 
positions in the heart of the city. 
der en masse. Three other army di- arriv8I of retired US Lt. Gen. Buck 
visions are believed to 'be nearby, Walters, assigned to plant tlie seeds 
but none has taken any action si~ce · of an foterim government. . 
the war began. "It is·time for all of us to think 
Rumsfeld acknowledged 'that abouf the post-hostility stage, how 
Saddam's ~he~eabouis\vere still a we create a representative govern-
mystery; but said the reginie has.vir- me~t consisting of fill elements of 
tually disintegrated. · · Iraqi society,'' Powell said. The •. 
"We may not know if or where Bush-Blair summit will continue 
he is·, but we do know that he no Tuesday. 
. longer runs much of Iraq," he said. · US Brig, Gen. Vincent Brooks 
"His forces continue to surrender warned, however, -"there's still a 
and capitulate. His regime is run- great deal cif hazard out there" on · 
ning out of real soldiers." · the battlefield, and more evidence 
Franks, chief of the U.S. Central of that.flared Monday. 
Command; visited ·troops in the · · An Iraqi rocket slammed into an 
south-central city ofNajaf and other· Army base on the sO'uthern outskirts 
Iraqi locations. He told one group of Baghdad, killing four people; two 
from the 3rd. Infantry Division in 
niore than 100 armoreq vehicles 
rolled into central Baghdad as war-
planes provided cover against 
mostly disorganized resistance. 
By the end of the day, at the 
donied New Presidential Palace, 
U.S. soldiers strolled under huge 
chandeliers, smoked cigarettes in 
a reception room, examined seized 
documents in a filing room and es-
tablished a prisoner of war collec-
tion center in the courtyard. 
··-·· .· ,/,:~101.t• h .·.u· . a1-· ·' ···E" F'·s··· .. ·. ·. ·.·.. ., . :Stis()e:~:cb~~~<· .· :--~~fir%~&~~~!~~r:4~~~;;§·;¥~~~f~ti~~l.~r4ts~d~Ir:~~1.f.·1 
·. :)'J·.V" ··· ·.LiLI.·•.• · .. \. ·. · •· · .. · · ..•.. · · weap<>~;tfs~~~:~,5~'. .. _~.:~; ::·prot¢sters'.:wel'e.;arrested;-~a\p'oHce•:·C:uers/who:r~qV.eredtv.rotiO<lies~\ 
~~~~~s~ 
·. -•• ··(J.s.· troop~·forc;~,Kurds :.b~ats,»: he ~aid .. ·•··· .·· . . . .. .. ·. ,, ·. ·. ·_ :: ··:smoking;;gun'' .of Iiaqf- chertuc~F: '°m~ht'saidth~ ~rifficets~had:t:t1eii;i~-:jii$scins-~~r~ in th~-buildlng'wiien·. 
to· ·~e~l>a:way:.(rom :D~si~ed · .·. •· · ... i ''Th~··Pl.JK.lP~tiioHc u n.i~ribr ·we~pons••·Pro~uctioii ·~~~·· tiJi'• !() .~.·--·atio\\r iJ~9~~e tb.·e~~rbi~~~tlie~~~6f/:.v;;~··:~~li,i~~;;~i>~(c>ne"ilinall1ed · •• 
. . C::apitaf Kurdistan] 'Nill: notmove against .•. c()ijtain pesticide,; na,t sarin gas •rui . , to pi'.()test:while •try fog )o maintain : <9f,ficial sai<f U.s:'.and British 'fot~ 
. Kirkuk·as •Kurds~ Shoulcl'a deci~ · origincllly though.'MilifurY intelli- · access; to '.th~ ·potrfor trucks and ·/~eie workin~.t~~bcmfurifwhether .. 
u.s~ troops op~ratirig afongside .•. siori be talcen Jo Jnove it will' be· . gence officer Captain Adatli · .. ·othet.:vehlcl~s.\'.1\s a:tesult df ;the /Hussein -~iiS ki\ted:. 'IThere'slots . 
. Kurdish fighters in northern Ifaq are . done: as the Iraqi opposition ari4 . Mastrianni said; CCHpprelJ.ensi ve.. . urilawfuLacts of iridiyiduals 'a'na.:.:· ,of d:iggiilg. and:'DN A tests in~ 
· holding them back from seizing the in tandem with .the coalition,"; saiq · testS yesterdayd~t"'rminoo the pr~S;: ·, .... th~if continutm refllsal.~I:) disp¢rs~; ·.·• .N()lV~,''. the· official safd. 
city of l(irkuk; although they. have . PUK Prime Miltister :Sar ham eµce of th~ pestjcide· compounds .. · . various crowd dispersal qe~ices cie- . . ·. ' 'I don ~iknow whether he sur-
progressedtowithin five kilometers Salih. "But we do not want to do "They thought it was a nerve .. signed to IriipimizeJrijuties were vivecl;"' US President George W . 
. of the oiFrich eity. Washington has anything that wi'n ulldermille th~· . agent. That~s what it'tested. Butitis ·.- deployed.'' · · · · · · ·· 'Bush•said 'fo Northern Irei~nd, 
instruc~ed. the Kurds to stay outside mission, which is Baghdad~" pesticide," Ma8trianni said; ~adding •. . . . . · where he wii:S meeting with British 
the historically Kurdish city. amid· . . Sunday's mistaken bombing by• that the dozen. sol<li~rs ·who had: : Unitecf State.s e:l:aininC.s> :Prime •fylin,ister:ta,ny B.lair .. "The · 
Turkish threats to intervene D1ilitar~ a U.S. wari>lane ofaKurdish coil-. ' fallen ill whil~ guardi11g theJacil~ . . whether Saddam Husseili .. , : 011.ly. thing Tknow is he's losfo:g ' 
ily if the< Kurds make ·a move on . voy, meanwlille, has shaken theif . ~cy had recove. red. .. . . ' ·· ·. · . . . ' • · · · ' . . power.'' .. ·. . . . .· 
·· · · . · · . . · . . . . . . .· · · · · . ..···.d.· ·:·i .. oo_·,·.. . in .. ·.· ..•·_IJ.om ... J>in .. ··. g_· ... · KirkukofMosul. confidence in coalition forces: · · .'<ltaqfJriformatioll Minister 
.· .us Secr~tary of state Colin . ''How could the Americans mis- US. police accused . The· Jate of I:t:aq i :]?resident. . Mohamnied Saeed aI-S~haftoday 
Powell .pledged dlirjng his' visit to take Kurdish ~rid Iraqi positions · · Sad. dam.H .... \lssefo r«?ritained a key;is. '.'.· made.no.m.enti?n'ofHusse~n's fate. 
Ankara fast week that the Kurds . when th~ir planes were flying so . ()fusing excessive force · . sue fot coalition forces. tOClay iifter a · :. . 
would be kept from advancing "be~. · low?" said one student. "It's stu- agains(antiwar protesiors . ·· U~S ... warplane droppedJolll' bombs· 
. yond a certain line" around the two· pid, many_ people have. had 9ri arestatitanfwbere,he.'Was be-. 
cities, but Kurdish officials said they . enough of this·war: But people are Police used "sting balls," Heved 'to be: meeting with' his sons, 
. are waiting for .coalition.forces.to. scared, to .say the Americans, :wooden projectiles and bean bags AssociatedJ>ressreport~.tOday. .. 
gain control of Baghdad. Christians on Musiim fands, have . yesterday to con'tr61 a crowd:of · ;The bombs .destroyed at·le:ast .. ·. 
. ''We have waited 14 years, we can ;, come tO take oµr oil a:ndstay for a about 600 ~antiwar demonstrators . thl'.ee ,buildings ailc(biasted. a crater :: ' 
·waitanotherfourdays," said Kurdish·· fongtiine;" she said. . . . attempth1gfo blockthe'gates'of ·~··•· · 6o···reet deep ill't.ll~·upscal¢:a1-<> 
general .1\,fam R~stom. "Kirkuk is ·.. . .~ .. , large shipping c61Dpany in. Oak,. , Mans~ur. ~~~tfon .:_of .:.~~ster~ · 
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NEW_ MEMBE~S APPOINTED TO SAC ·!SAC EVENTS ! 
Congratulations to the :following students who were recently 






.. · ·:, 
Meagan Yeager ·· 
Willie Payton· Jt. 
·. . . 
Andy Gibson 
. .. >'.,, .. '·. 
Collin Brum 
.• . . . . . * 
*PLANNED FOR··* 
*APRIL ··* * .· -k· 
·:•April 11- ·!SS ! . 
*'. International * 
* Fair with mu- ·* 
* * sic .by Don 
* ·pepeat.6pm on * · 
* · the Residen- * · 
* * . tial Mall  * green space . · *· 
* * *•April 24- Ex- * ! . p+essions Tal- · ! 
* ent Show at · * 
* 6pm on the . ,. ·* 
w-~····~--~····~·~-·~-~~~·····~··--~~~~·~-~-~·····-~~·--~----~~: Resi~nt~al ! 
DON.'T M.ISS THE BUS. * Ma11 ·green . * 
Students• pl anntng -to~· attend the sllowin·g. of the Lion· · * space. ·*· · 
King on .April .9_.need to be at eu·enger circle by * · * ·'" 
6:30 pm. Also, buses gojng to the Reds Game on· . *•April 29- Din- * 
April 11 will depart.from buenger circle at 5~45 ·* ner and· a * 
pm· - * · t a · * ·· · ....,. ...... ___ .......,_......_._. _________ ~---~-------1 ;* mo'Y'.ie a . . pm . . *' .·'·' .... 
Foam Party ; * on the Buenger.·:* , : .. ··· · .' *. lawn in ·front . · * ..... ··_· 
SAC will sponsor a Foam Party on April ,2,6 "t,rom 9pm-iam in +_he : of t~e dorm,; '. .. ! .. . ·,. 
· pa.rking lot behind Husman Halt Tickets are o.n~ sale.April 22 an,d * .; · .. _.. . < •• '· •• *. · ... -
23-. c~nne.tothe promo for·the,eventon.Ap_ril-25'fro~l1am-1pm" :*· •April>~9~- l?~-~:-. :~·*'··-· ;< .. ·· 
·.: on-the:.Residen~ial Mall green ~pace_fora chance.to ~in a fr~e · · * t1nation: P:to-· ·ti-:,·: ·>·.·.· ·· 
p(ISs to the Foa1T1 Party, For niOre .infol-riiatiCJri call 353•L· · ,. . .. · . ·. ! cra.stiri~tiC>~:- - .~:'· '.~; .. 
~ . .·. . . . .. ·. . . . . .. . . .. - . . ... '. . .. * '. mus.it:' fooc:i,.: ... · *·.,,:·::rs::· . 
. SAC:ANi> S'l'YUKA SCHEDULE~COMEDYFEST, ·· . * a·na inflat~ ·· . -k':: 
On Saturday, April' 26 from apm- 9pm, the XU Comedy 'Fest will be . . * ables. at'.. from '* . 
held in the Cintas Center. Doors open at7pm, and featured· comedi- . z: . 6 - 9 pm . on t~e ! 
ans are Buz Sutherland, Kivi Rogers, and Elvira Kurt. Tickets will ~e . *. · Residential * . 
· sold April 23-25 from -1-3 in the Gallagher Student Center and from 5- * Mall green ·*· 
7 in the cafe. Tickets will also be sold on April 26 during STYUKA. · * · · * * space. * 
4 A A . A A • A A A A a A 
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STAFF EDITORIAL -
Sumlner jobs? 
With only about four weeks left 
in the semester, it's time for students 
to think about summer jobs again. 
For seniors, these summer jobs i:nay · 
turn into careers. But let's concen-" 
trate on the summer jobs of the stu-
dents returning to college. We at 
the Newswire de-
you would make somewhere else, 
but y<;m're still nothing but a go-
pher. 
. Then there is the rare case of the 
student who. gets paid exorbitant 
amounts of money for doing noth-
ing. 
We are all en-
cided to wax 
philosophical 
about the typical 
summer jobs c9l-
lege students un-
dertake for a few 
"Whatever Jo~ you 
choose to pursue this 
vious of these 
students,· and try 
to compromise 
our jealousy by. 
telling them how 
we've "earned our 
money." If you 
can't convince 
yourself of this, 
you w0n' t con-
vince anyone 
else, either . 
months. 
It seems every 
student has that 
one job . that 
they've worked 
· summer, we at the 
Newswire ·urge you. to. 
remember to have 
fa " n. 
. on and off for -----_,..------
abo14t seven years. Often, this is the 
preferred choice for a summerjob. 
Usually, it's a grocery store or res-
ta~rant, and the students go back to 
it for the summer because they feel 
like they have seniority or some-
thing. 
Then they see their paycheck, 
and realize they may have been . 
there for seven years, but they still 
·make $7 an hour. Bottom line: this . 
job is a "safety." Keep it in your 
corner, but maybe it's time to look 
for something else. 
· Some students choose to under- . 
take what.they believewill be more 
difficult \vork which will prepare 
them for the "real world,'' such as 
internships at offices. 
These are the same students who 
end up getting coffee for the big 
wigs who, by the end or' the sum-
mer, will have called them every . 
name except their' real one. The 
money tends to be better than what 
COPYRIGHT2003 
Ultimately, a 
summer job keeps a student from 
wasting ·his/her days by watching 
all four episodes of "Sportscenter". 
or catching every episode of "The 
Price is Right,'? just to see if they 
play "Plinko." . 
. Usually, a student has a finan-
cial goal, whether it be. buying a 
car, or simply to help finance the 
next year of college. 
Whateverjob you choose to 
pursue this summer, we at the 
Newswir~ urge you to remember to 
have fun. .Take vacations with 
friends arid family, go out and have ' 
some beers frolil time to. time (or 
every night), and just make sure you 
find some. time to relax. · 
After all, for most of you, plenty 
of work awaits you next Septem-
ber. 
CIRCULATION 3,500 
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. SI'EVE WEISSENBURGER 
On the Web: http://www;xavier.edu/newswire 
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly through· 
out the school year, except during vacation an.d final 
exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Vic-
tory Parkway. Cincinnati" OH 45207-2129. 
The statements and opinions of The Xavier News-
wir< arc not necessarily those of the student body, fac-
ulty or administration of Xavier. The statements and 
opinions of a columnist do not necessarily reflect those 
of editors or general staff. 
Subscription rates arc $30 per year or SIS per se-
mester within the USA and are prorated. Subscription 
Inquiries should be directed to Melissa Mosko, 513· 
745·3067. . ' ' 
Advertising Inquiries should be dlrecicd to Lisa 
Warner, Advertising Manager. S 13· 745·3561. · 
One copy of The Xavier Newswire, distributed on. 
campiis. is free per person per 'week; Addit.ional copies 
arc 25 cents. , .• 
Xavier Unlycrsity is an academic community com-
mitted to equfil .opportunity for all persons. 
L E T T E R TO ·THE. EDIT'OR 
Attention: You are not alloWed to . - '· . , 
·spend .your own. ~oney! 
I am a sophomore here at Xavier, 
employed by Sodexho Campus Ser-
vices - primarily in Scoops· & 
Scones. During the pastfe~ weeks, 
however, I have also begun work as 
·a server in Ryan's Pub. 
OnTuesday,April l; Icameinto 
work and, as I clocked in, read a 
new memo posted next to the time 
clock: "No one is allowed to put 
greater than a 20 percent·tip on any 
All Card transaction." I read it and 
actually had to read it again to make 
sure I hadn't read it wrong. Sodexho 
is actually telling students how they 
may spend their own money! ' 
So we (or our parents) pay for a · 
meal plan at the beginning of the 
year, but we tend to err a bit high so 
we don't go hungry at the end of the 
year and purchase a ·meal plan 
slightly larger than one we actually 
need. When the end of the year 
comes along, we have all this money 
left on our All Cards. If we don't 
spend it, we're going to lose it. Thus,. 
in prevfous years, we would simply 
trek to Schott Hall and purchase an 
insane number of Diet Cokes and 
Starbursts to whittle what board 
points we could from our balance. 
Now, we have another option. 
At the,end of the year, instead of 
buying 70 bottles of pop we prob- . 
ably won't drink, we can dump all 
our points on a more thanlOO. per-
cent tip at the Pub. 
And why not? Being a server iS 
"Sodexho is 
actually telling 
students how they 
may spend their own · 
I" money. 
not an easy job, especially on a 
college campus. With this new al-
ternate outlet for extraneous board 
points, though, the.administr~tion 
senses a glitch In the matrix. · 
Now, Sodexho might not get all 
· their money back. Then Sodexho 
will have to pay the student and 
non-student.employees what used 
to remain within Sodexho. What 
are they going to do? 
They'll tell us how we can 
spend'our money - that's what. 
they'll do. We told Xavier at the 
beginning of the year to set aside · 
'this money so we can' do with it 
what we will, and now they're tell-
ing us we can't spend it .. 
This campus has supported 
some pretty shady decisiops in th~ .. 
past, but holding our money hos-
tage and threatening our tipping 
liberties crosses the line for me. If 
you have as many questions and 
concerns about this new policy as 
I do, I urge you to direct them to 
Dan Jaeger, general manager of 
Campus Services, on-campus mail-
box 7540 and to Sylvia Bessegato, 
associate vice president of Student 
Dev.elopment, on~campus mailbox. 
2121. 
-AdamAzman 
Class of '05 
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Whatpr()grams should your RA have in your dormitory? .. 
-----·-- . . . • . . ~- .m... . . . . .. . ,. .....,·--
When bad things happen 
to good people 
Every day when I was little, I . United States is a terrorist organi- Yeah, uhh, I didn't mean to pull 
used to watch my favorite cartoon: zation. The word terrorism is de- . out in front of you and cause a 
"G.I. Joe." In 27 minutes, the G.I. fined by dictionary.com as "the . seven-car pile up, but there was all 
Joe's would defeat the' terrorist 'systematic use of violence as a ' this terrorism. ' 
group COBRA (Except in the fea- means to intimidate or coerce so- · Yeah professor; I was iate for 
ture length film in which it took ap- cieties or governments." the exam today. Well; because ter-
. proximately 90 minutes). The aforementioned seems to rorism shut my alarm off and made 
I don't really know what terror- describe pretty well what the me go back to sleep. 
ism is.'lt seems like sonie mysteri- United States is involved in_. So is What kind of example are we C ·: -.· · 
ous violent power· which has no terrorism bad? Beyond the massive setting for our children? "Teacher, :';' _:: < ' ;, .;., 
'· ·,~·; .. 
roots.' Because of its mysteriousness violence inflicted on innocent teach.er, a terrorist a.te my home-
and lack of connection with a coun- people, the second harid conse- work." 
try, any action or group can be_ quences don't seem very positive Terrorism, terrorism, terrorism 
"linked" to terrorism. either. · . . - terror is taking control of our 
When Columbia didn't make. it How come carrying a"bag into a lives. What are we to do? I dori't 
back to Earth, people were 'skepti- stadium feels like a federal offense? know, but it seems important to 
cal of terrorist activity. One of the Terrorism. Why can't! take my fin- stay educated on who the respec-
reasons we're at war with Iraq is be- gernail clippers when I fly to see tive terrorists are and why. they're· 
·cause the Bush Administration at- my Aunt Sally? Terrorism, I'm.sure terrorizing. Take a class - Con-
tempted to "link" Saddam Hussein terrorism has altered other things · temporary Ethical Issues with Dr. 
to Osama Bin Laden and' terrorist· .that we just don't know about. Why Sniegocki. Read newspapers (pa8t 
· activities - without any concrete ·haven't the Chicago Cubs ever the front page). Talk to people. 
evidence. A couple weeks ago when won a World Series? Terrorism. Talk to different people, and take. 
Allied troops came under some sort Remember that tornado in Kansas in ~ifferent arguments. 
of attack in Kuwait it was _reported· or that earthquake in California- · Or you can simply watch "G.I. 
that it could be "linked" to .terrorist possible links to terrorism. Joe." It's on Cartoon Network Mon-
activity. We're at war with a-coun- Maybe I should start blaming day through Thursday at 11:30 
try and our armed forces get at- things on terrorism just in case ter- p.m: It's a good cartoon. 
tacked and we can blame it on ter- rorism had an unknown impact. 
rorism? Yeah, yo,u know· that library 
The Iraqi government, in pleas book. Well, I lost it. Why? Because 
to the UN, made statements that the· of terrorism. 
:.._ Michael Palasccik 
Class of '04 
Birds of a f ea th er flock for humanity 
Imagine a pair of children, dusty 
from a day of play. See them walk-
ing home, tossing a rock, fumbling 
around and laughing. They're hav-
ing a good time. After all, it's a beau-
tiful day - sunshine gently fading 
on smiling faces.-These are the 
happy times of childhood, perhaps 
rare, perhaps common. 
Who are these children? Could 
they be U.S. soldiers not so many 
years re.moved? Certainly. Could 
they be Iraqis in better times? Of 
course. The point is, people are 
people. 
We have been fortunate to find 
ourselvesin our present situation, 
· others have not. Over the past few 
weeks, a group called "Time to . 
Talk" has been meeting on campus 
. thinking. ·1n our organization, 
you've got your hawks on one side, 
and your doves on the other. But, 
what do you really have? You have 
a bunch of birds. · 
' ' 
''Now more than 
ever, it is es~ential for . 
us to come together in 
support, of humanity 
n:nd the people of this 
world who are in 
need." 
to discuss Operation: Iraqi Free~. And, what do birds do? They 
dom. (For those of you worried, fear · flock together with members of the 
not, it's not just a bunch of same species -"birdsofafeather" · 
peaceniks). And, we have been if' you will. But, what is our 
feather? . Is it our species? Should 
it be defined by our stance on this 
issue? Or should it include our en-
tire species: .humankind? 
We must open our minds.to all. 
Certainly, we should rise against 
adversity and stand up for our con-
victions, but not at the price of con-
tempt. 
There is too much comm~n 
ground between us for this. Pow~ 
erful issues easily divide, but ,if we 
open our eyes, they can easily unite 
as well. 
Through discussion, we can 
come to appreciate the bond_ we 
share that supercedes conflict. We 
can expand our flock by incorpo-
rating people everywhere. With 
this in mind, we ha~e decided that 
it is "Time to Act" and time to trans-
form. We must back our kind. 
Therefore, we are calling on the 
campus to come together to form a 
coalition of sorts to offer support. with .difficult decisions and dis-
Support l: Beginning tonigµt comfort. Support 2: We are plan-
.(Wednesday, April 9 at 9 p.m.), a ning to. hand out information re-
campus-wide collection ofhumani- garding ways to support the troops, 
tarian aid (soap, the people be.-
shampoo, tooth- hind the uni-
paste, etc.) wm "Therefore, we are forms, by sending 
take place in the letters, phone 
dorms. calling on the cards, etc. . 
: It will benefit Now more 
the Iraqi popula- campus to come than ever, it is es-
tion, from. the touether toform _a sential for us to 
children who o· come together in 
play ball to the Coalition of SOrtS to Support of hu-
. widowed wife of maniiy and the 
t)le soldier. They offer support. " people' of this 
have_ been world who are in 
handedadifficult ------------need. If we do 
life, given circumstances they can-
not avoid. We niust care about their 
misfortune. 
At the same time, our soldiers 
need our support. They too have 
been handed a grisly situation filled 
' not embrace ourselves, our human-
ity, who will? 
- Tim Severyn 
Class of '06 
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You know that guy from American Idol? · 
. . •'· 
We 're much nicer than that. 




9:30 a.ni.'."8:30 p.m. 
9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.ni. Sun. 
Alter B-12 
745-2875 
· . www.xu.edu/writing..:. center 
to the· 
LEARNING ASSISTANCE .CENTER 
employees who ·are. b~irtg r6cognized on 
All Honors Day:· 
·Katie Barkley 
Angela DiCarlo 





Laura s·chffiid t 
Carolyn Schork 
Megan Siehl 
Joe Van Deman 
Special congratulations to 
BILL FREEMAN 
·MR. MUSKIE. 2003 
LAC Head of Study Groups and Drop-In Tutoring 
And thank you to all LAC student 
employees for all their hard wor:k 
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International Fair!!!. 
. . 
· In front of the· GSC 
oys ! Games, Clothes, 
Dances, Fooc\ & a lot 
of cool stuff from 
rounc\ the worlc\1!1 
week of APRIL 9, 2003 11 
Come and see that Alien is only 
a term used in our Visas!! ! 
r=r-lda-Y. 4Pr-ll 11th @ .:l:()()J>M 
' . . . . '. . . 
. J=()lluWed bY: ()f)n · V.epe 13and 
Sponsored by:· lnt'l Students Society & S.A.C 
FREE!!! FREEJJJ FREE!!! 
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Women's tennis falis 
to Louisville 
In the last d,ual match of the sea-
son, the Xavier University women's 
tennis team lost to the University 
of Louisville, 5-2. This marks the 
third loss of the season for a team 
who is now 16-3. 
Waugh wins shooting 
title il1 Big Easy 
. Grabbing the only singles win 
was fr~shman Emily Tuchscherer, 
defeating Mariana Torres 6-3, 1-6, 
6•4. Tuchscherer is 3-.1 in sixth 
BY CASEY WELDON 
Sports Writer 
Last week's performance by se-
nior Amy Waugh proved to the 
world what the Xavier faithful have 
known. 11ll along: the girl can 
shoot. 
singles and 13-5 overall in singl"es. Thursday night from the Alario 
· Winning the doubles point for . Center in New Orleans, Waugh, 
the Musketeers was ·the doubles who led the nation with 3.6 three-
teams of sophomores Lauren Clary 
and Stephanie Bauer and seniors 
Katy Wiles and Lindsay Dressman. 
The team will next appear at the 
Atlantic 10 Conference Tourna-
ment. The championship will start 
. Thursday, April 17 and will con-
tinue through April 19. · 
Baseball snowed out 
The baseball team's weekend 
series against UMass was canceled 
due to snow. 
After the snow wiped the game 
out on Satmday, the Musketeers 
· were scheduled to play a double-
header on Sunday followed by .a 
single game on Monday. However, 
the field conditions were so poor 
that all the games were postponed. 
Muskies down EKU 
A fifth-inning two-RBI double 
by freshman Nick Stavrakis lifted 
Xavier to ·a 5-4 ;.vin over visiting 
Eastern Kentucky at Hayden Field 
ori Tuesday in non-conference base-
ball action. 
The win was the fourth straight 
by the Musketeers over the Colo-
nels ~n the series between the two 
schools. The victory also improves 
Xavier's record to 11-14-2 overall 
while Eastern Kentucky falls to 10-
14 on the season. 
Boxer finishes 
fourth.in Vegas 
On April 3-5 in Las Vegas, Nev., 
senior Jared Fedele was awarded . 
pointers per game, took on and de-
feated some of the top long-range 
shooters in college basketball, 
male and female, at the 15th an-
nual College Slam Dunk and Three-
Point Championship as part of the 
"Week of Madness" put on by ESPN 
to coincide with the male and fe- . 
male college basketball Final 
Fours. . . 
After having her way wlth seven 
of the best female three-point snip-
ers in the nation, Waugh, the sec-
ond Lady Musketeer to participate 
in the event in the past three years, 
following in the footsteps of 
Nicole _Levandusky, proceeded to 
deflate the ego of the winner of the 
men's event. 
After scoring 82 out of a pos-
sible 120 points in the contest and 
finishing with three of the five 20-
point rounds in the competition, 
Waugh walked away with the State 
Farm Women's Three-~oint Cham-
pionship and Kia Three-Point· 
Champion Challenge trophies· 
Waugh, an Atlantic 10 Confer-
ence First Team and All-Tournament . 
Team member, started her night off 
with a bang. Waugh ended the · 
opening-round with 20 points, in a 
tie for the opening round lead of 
the· women's championship with 
Katie Davis of Villanova. 
With a round under her belt, 
nal shooting spree, the fiery guard 
blew away the competition, netting 
24 of a possible 30 points. That 
mark would stand for high honors . 
all ni.ght long as no one would come 
NEWSW/REPHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA 
Senior Amy Waugh took down both the women and the men's 
competition in New Orleans at the annual NCAA Three-Point 
Championship. 
Waugh proceeded to get hot. from 
all spots around the arc. Connect-
ing on 14 consecutive shots and 
15 of her final 16 to end her semifi-
close to approaching it. 
. Waugh defeated fellow 
Lieberman Award winner for the 
nation's best point guard Ashley 
McElhiney of Vanderbilt, 21to13, 
in the women's final. 
After several instances of play-
ful, yet serious trash talk between 
Waugh and several memQers of the 
male competition, Darnell Archey 
of Butler squared off against the 
victorious women's champion for 
· a battle of the sexes. 
Backing up her word, in large 
. part due to four money balls, 
Waugh would"hold off Archey, i 7-
16, leaving the women with gloat-
ing honors as the best college shoot-
ers in America until next year's 
· competition. 
In the process of setting a Xavier 
single season record for three-point-
'ers made with 107, Waugh helped 
lead a young, rebuilding Lady 
Musketeer basketball team to a 20-
11 record and the third trip to .the 
NCAATournament for h('!r and fel-
low senior backcourt _mate Reetta· 
Piipari during their four-year run 
atXavier. · 
Waugh, who prepares for a pos-
sible professional basketball career 
in the WNBA; finished her career 
with 282 career three-pointers while 
shooting over 41 percent from bee 
hind the arc and will be remembered · 
as Xavier's seventh all-time lead-
ing scorer and one of the top three 
point shooters, if not the best, in 
the history of Xavier women's bas-
ketball. 
fourth in the nation in the 1951b 1-------------------------------------------------------, 
weight class .. 
This marks the first time in 10 
years that a Xavier boxer has fin-
ished in the top five in the nation. 
Fedele 's season ended wh~n he 
lost a close decision to the silver 
medallist from the United States 
MiHtary Academy. 
Rugby heads to 
Ohio Classic 
The Ohio Rugby Classic cel-
ebrates its 10th anniversary in 
2003, as more than 72 teams from 
across the United States and Canada, 
including both the Xavier men's 
and women's teams, will take the 
field April 12 and 13 at Berliner Park 
in Columbus, Ohio. 
Wednesday, April 9 
* Baseball vs. Ball State 
at3p.m. 
On Tap 
Friday. April. 11 
* M1:<n's Tennis at 
A-10 Championships 
TBA 
Saturday, April 12 
* Baseball vs. George 
Washington (DH) 
at noon 
* Men's Tennis at 
A-10 Championships 
TBA 
Sonday, April 13 
* Baseball vs. George 
Washington at noon 
* Men's Tennis at 
A-10 Championships 
TBA 
Tuesday, April 8 
* Baseball at Eastern 
Kentucky at 3 p~m. 
All home games are in bold 
Home baseball games are played 
at Hayden Field 
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West h~aring high 




Trophy]. Your hard work and com-
mitment to excellence reflect the 
spirit of America." · 
On Saturday, West was given the 
Senior CLASS Award, which rec~ 
ognizes the top senior player of the 
.year. 
sidered .. Put aside the 47-point 
performance at home last Febru-
ary against Dayton and recall that 
West set a school record for double-
doubfos with 68. 
week of APRIL 9, 2003 13 
Dave Rants 
'One Shining Moment' 
BY DAVE GILMORE 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Well the 
NCAA Divi-
sion I Men's 
Basketball 
Tournament 
has come to a 
iams. For a minute there, I really · 
felt sorry for Roy, then I remembered 
how much I hate Kansas. Funny 
how life works out like that. 
This is the time of plenty. Se-
nior David West has garnered four 
national aw~rds this past week, cul-
minating with recognition for his 
stellar play Monday at the awards 
ceremony which coincides with the 
Final Four. 
West receiv_ed the NABC/Pete 
Newell Big Man Award on Sunday 
. at the National Association of Bas-
He averaged 20.4 points, 11.8 
rebounds and 1.6 blocks per game 
this season, and is the only man in 
A-10 history to have.2,000 points 
and 1,000 career rebounds. 
close, and for . 
I'm not going to lie, this is re-
ally all I have ori college basket-
ball this week, considering. I lost 
several degrees of interest after I was 
effectively eliminated from any and 
all NCAA bracket pools I was in-The recent awards include the 
Rupp Trophy as the Associated 
Press National Player of the Year 
a:~arded Monday. · , . 
West also received a letter from 
President George W. Bush, saying, 
"I applaud your accomplishments 
in leading the Musketeers to suc-
cess, e~ing your.degree, and win-
ning this outstanding a'Yard.[Rupp 
ketball Coaches award show. · 
Finally on Monday in New Or-
leans, West took home the Oscar 
Robertson Trophy as the National 
Player of the Year as .awarded by 
the United States Basketball Writ-
ers Association. 
These awards come as no sur~ · 
prise if his season numbers are con-· 
West will be Jn Los Angeles an 
Saturday as one of five finalists for 
the Wooden Award which recog-
. nizes the top player: in college bas-
ketball this season. · 
Tennis feeling it 
the next 
couple weeks, we may be talking 
more about 'Melo than LeBron. 
Syracuse freshman Carmelo An-
thony could be the real deal, but 
. then again, ·none of that is going to 
matter when he's putting up 21 
points per game on a 3-79 Miami 
Heat team next year. 
· Should 'Melo jump to the NBA 
next season, he may fall victim to 
that disease where a guy with tre- · 
mendous talent plays for a terrible 
team, but puts up some big num-
bers .before fading into obscurity. I 
like to call it the Antawn Jamison 
·syndrome.· 
BY DAVE GILMORE on March_ 13 to the Louis.ville Car- continued his play as XU's most . This year's Final Four was a 
Asst. Sports Editor . dinals. consistent freshman as he won two memorable one, but with ail due 
Th ' t · t · t' · l d d. bl · h respect to Luther V:andro-ss, the an-e men s enms earn con m- Team Achievements · . smg es an two ou es mate es 
ued its success this week, extend- · this week to help the Musketeers · nual "One Shining Moment" mon-
fog its win streak to six matches. Xavier· had two tennis players improve to 16-4 overall. ta,ge needs to go the. way of the 
With the sixth consecutive win, name.d to th~ Atlantic 10 weekly ·· . This season, Simpson is 20-2 in Macarena. 
the. team improved its overall honor roll as sophomore Stephanie singles and 17-3 in doubles play, I like slow-mo highlights and 
record to 16-4, 3-1 in the Atlantic Bauer was named A-10 Women's entering this weekend's A-10 'touchy-feely music as much as the 
10 Conference. ' Tennis Performer-of-the-Week and Men's Tennis Championships in next guy, but CBS needs to take 
The most recent win came over Simpson was named A-10 Men's Pittsburgh, Pa. . . notice that this tradition has run its 
the University of Dayton, 6-1, with Tennis Rookie-qf-the-Week · The weekly awards now give course. Kind of like the last season 
wins in singles coming from seniors Bauer earns her first Performer- Xavier a total of 39 Musketeers to· · of "Boy Meets World." . 
Matt Thinnes, Brent Lehring and of-the-Week honor -of the season be honored by t_he conference in One of my favorite moments of 
Scot Triplett, junior Ryan Potts and . and her second A-10 weekly honor 2002-03. In the 2001-02 acad~mic Monday night;s final game was the 
freshman Rob Simpson. overall. The 2002 All-Conference · year, Xavier· athletes won. 55 At- final seconds when Syracuse coa,ch 
Grabbing the doubles point for member won both of her singles lantic 10 weekly ;iwards. Jim Boeheim ini.tially reacted to 
Xavier were the teams of Simpson/ : · matches and her lone doubles his first national championship. 
Thinnes and Le.hringffriplett. match this week to help Xavier im- For a moment there, Boeheim 
The Atlantic 10 Championships prove to 16-2. on the season. Bauer · did a face that could only be de-
will begin in a week on April 11 is now 20-8 in singles play and 24- scribed as ihe "What did I just do?;' 
and will continue through the 4 in doubles actfon this season_. face. Then he realized he finally 
weekend. This is Simpson's first A~ 10 won a championship after three ap-
The Musketeers' last loss came ·Rookie-of-the-Week Award. He pearances in the finals. 
Curto Kansas coach Roy Will~ 
Golf staying out of 
. . . . . 
LONDON Por 
volved in. 
Well baseball is underway but it . 
keeps_ snowing, 'which is further 
proof why commissioner Bud Selig 
wants the Yankees to win so badly, 
he's clearly invested in some sort of 
evil weather machine. 
Think about it: he is so deter~ 
mined to make sure the Bronx 
Bombers make the playoffs that 
he's going to snow out half of their 
perennial early-season losses and 
make them play in August when 
they are in traditional Yankee form. 
Is it hard to tell I'm from an 
· Amerfoan League East city that's 
not New York? 
This is the. part of the column 
where I solve a major controversy 
in one simple sentence. 
First woman allowed as a mem-
ber at Augusta National Golf Club? 
Anna Kournikova . .If she doesn't 
make all concerned parties happy, 
then I don't know who would. 
In other news, I took a lengthy 
· nap and when I woke up, Emmitt 
Smith Was on the Cardinals. Maybe 
the worst thing about football is 
when older players pull this "still 
got it" routine .. 
I'd say this Emmitt fiasco ranks 
somewhere in between Unitas on 
the Chargers arid Thurman Tho· 
. mas on the Dolphins. · 
To finish things out, ESPN .com 
has picked UConn as the favorite 
to win next year's NCAA Tourna-
ment.· Start filling out your brack-
ets ... 
BY TIM MONTAVON 
Sports Writer: 
the· rough-
Xavier finished the tournament 
in 13th place with a final score of 
903. SophomoreNealGrusczynski 
led Xavier with a score of 224, . 
which placed him in a tie for 36th 
place in the individual standings. 
EURAIL PASSES P~om $249 
HIP HOTELS Pro~. . $),8 
The Xavier men's golf team was 
in action this weekend at :the 
:M;arshall Invitational iii. Hunting-
ton, W.Va. The three-rourid, 16- · 
team tournament was won with a . 
score of 851 posted by the Univer-
sity of Illinois, .who beat second 
place teams Kentucl<y and lndfana 
by 22.shots. . 
Strong thunderstomis and heavy 
rains rolled through the area early 
Saturday morning and made the 
fairways and greens soft and slow; 
however, the players wer~ forced tO 
battle hea·vy winds, which made 
scoring difficult during the final 
round. 
Freshman Andy Pope helped 
Xavier again this weekend by 
shooting a 229 for the tournament. 
Senior Bryon Harger and junior. 
Miles Maillet finished just behind 
·Pope, and tied for 67tli place with a. 
score of 230. Junior Matt 
· Makinson.rounded out Xavier's· 
scoring J>y firing a 231. 
(domest;lc and lnt;ernat;lonal) 
* eHplore north america 
USA •·-CANADA • HAWAII . 
backpacking, cruises, tours and more 
· pick up your complimentary, premiere Issue oP 
magazine at your local sta travel branch. 
~. www.stat.~ave,l.co~ 'itdTRAVEL I 




1005-07 Dan:a Ave. 
*Free Heat & water 





$340.00 a11d up 
Manager: Art Office 
513-961-3786 474-5093 
J • 
IF YOU ARE A SMOKER AND .WOULD LIKE TO 
· LEARN WAYS TO QUiT, CHECK OUT 
www.ffsonline.<?rg 
A FREE 24-HOUR SMQKING CESSATION 
PROGRAM-SPONSORE·D BY THE 
AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION 
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The Dayton Art Institu.te will 
present the "Vanguard Concerts" 
production featuring the Ariel 
Winds. founded at Julliard School 
in 1998, Ariel Winds is an all~fe~ 
male woodwind quintet. 
The quintet's objective· is to 
. serve as a messenger· of music, 
hence the name Ariel, after. the ethe-
real - emissary in William 
Shakespeare's "The Tempest," 
The 'production will take place 
at 8 p.m. in the NCR Renaissance 
Auditorium on Saturday, April 12. 
For·ticket information, call Van-
guard Concerts at 937-434-6902. 
'A Bride from 
Pluto' 
On Saturday, April 12, the Cin-
cinnati Opera: will present "A Bride 
from Pluto," the newest addition to 
the Family Series, 
This latest opera by Gian Caro 
Menotti tells the story of Billy, a 
spoiled son of a. tailor who wishes 
for much more than his parents can 
afford. When his father kicks him 
out of the house, he discovers a 
strance obj~ct in the backyard, 
which turns out to be a spaceship 
- from Pluto. 
The passenger of honor is the 
Queen of Pluto, who offers Billy 
anything he wants in the world in 
exchange for his heart and soul. In 
the end, he realizes that· what he 
wants most of all is to keep his soul 
and remain with his family. 
The production will be presented 
at the Covedale Center for Perform-
ing Arts, 4990 Glen way Ave. at 
10:30 a.m. '.There will be $3 gen-
eral admission seatiiig. For more 
information, call the Covedale 
Center at 241-6550. 
'Silk Road' 
"The Glory of Silk Road: Art 
from Ancient China" is open to the 
public at the Dayton Art Institute. 
For centuries, the great Silk Road 
traversed the massive expanse of 
China, linking the West and the 
East. 
:brawn from the collections of 
. more than 20 museUJllS and ar-
chaeological institutes, these works 
·of art highlight the influence of the 
West on China prior to the T'ang 
Dynasty more than 1,000 years ago. 
The exhibjt is on display through 
May 11. Tickets are $12 for adults 
and $10 for students (over 19 with 
ID). 
DIVERSIONS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
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'Booth' answers call 
COLIN FARRELL HITS A HOME RUN WITH NEW PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER 
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO 
Senior News Editor 
The genius of "Phone Booth;' 
·fies in its unashamed simplicity. 
The premise is basic: A ringing pay 
phone on a street is picked up by a 
man, who is then told that if he 
hangs up he will be killed. 
From there, the movie slowly 
and carefully diverges out and 
. keeps our attention .. 
Colin Farrell portrays Stu 
Shepard,· a freelance public rela-
tions fast talker with a gift for spin. 
He weaves through the busy av-
enues of New York with a loyal 
squire (Keith Nobbs), making hol-
low promises to the few contactS he 
has and placing himself on an 
imaginary pedestal. He is the 
· epitome of a h~stling publisher, and 
his expensive suits and manicured 
· hands decorate his superficial ex- .. 
iste.nce. · 
On a day like any other, Stu stops 
by the same phone booth as always, 
takes off his wedding ring, and calls 
a beautiful young actress named 
Pam (Katie Holmes, "Wonder. 
Boys"). Though he says his moti-
vation for the calling is purely pro-
fessional, it's obvious,.that Stu has 
taken quite a fancy to Pam in hopes 
that she will return the affection. 
. Colin Farrell has a hard head, that's how he cracked the window ofth.e phone.booth, but is he smart 
enough to get himself out of this predicament? , . . 
· When he finishes his conversa~ 
tion with ·her, the phone rings and 
he quizzically picks it up. An uni-
. dentified Caller (Kiefer Sutherland, · 
"A Few Good Men") on the other 
end of the line toys with Stu 
for a minute, then gives his 
ominous caveat: hanging up 
or disobeying his orders 
would be a fatal mistake. 
To prove this isn't~ bluff, 
the Caller makes his red la-
ser-sighting apparent and 
. fires a rouitd from his rifle, 
hitting Stu ·iri the ear. Then 
the mysterfous shooter 
makes it very clear to Stu that 
he knows everything about · 
his life· and this "chance" 
phone call was anything ·but. 
an accident. 
When a. sleazy peep show man-
ager starts to demolish the _phone 
JJooth with. Stu inside, . th~ Caller 
fires upon the violent man arid kills . 
him. The cops and media soon ar-
riye while many witnesses protest 
that Stu is the killer and the gun is 
actually in his pants' pocket. · · 
In the meantime; while he's left 
there :-- coffined and immobilized 
- both Pam and his wife Kelly 
. (Radha Mitchell, "Pitch Black") 
show up at)he crime scene, which 
has turned into quite the TV fiasco. 
Also arriving is Capt. Ramey (For-
est Whitaker,· "Ghost Dog"), who 
becomes the makeshift negotiator 
and talks· with Stu, but to no avaiL 
The Caller isn't interested in 
money or . promises of 
superstardom; but rather in Stu's 
penance. He wants the ultimate liar 
to come clean of-all his deception 
on natio~al TV, including his extra-
marital fantasfos. Stu must some-
how convince peopfo of his inno-
cence while doing nothing to irri-
tate the Caller ·and police snipers' 
itchy trigger fingers. · 
It's.fair to say that Larry Cohen's 
taut, suspenseful script is one of the·· 
best screenplays of the year. With 
. New Releases 
The following discs are due for release on or before April .8 •.. 
AFI Sing the .Sorrow [UK bonus tracks) (Univers~l International) ... 30 
Odd. Foot of Grunts Other Ways ojSpeaking (Artemis) ... Bon Jovi 
Distance (Japanese Import) ... Bozo Porno Circus Degenerate 
(Underground Inc.) ... Scarface Balls and My World (Rap-A-Lot) ·'· 
The Jayh.awkS Rainy Day Music (Universal) 
... all dates are tentative. 
the exception of s~nie unnecessary is terrific as the sharpshooting 
· and lame background on Ramey, doomsayer. His raspy voice in sur-
the story moves briskly and tensely, . round ~ound goes through the the~ 
not apologizing for its unanswered ater with a sharp chill, envenoming 
questions. . the atmosphere. 
Director Joel Schumacher, best By picking out the evjl and cor-
known for "Th·e Lost Boys" in the rupt (like Stu) and demanding their 
'80s and "A Time to Kill" in the atonement, the Caller is essentially 
'90s, helmed the project despite the playing God. Cohen's script also 
studio's request that shooting \vrap presents the Caller as an elevated, 
after a mere 12 days ("The Matrix unseen figure who demands confes-
Revolutions" filmed for two years). sion, again creating the image that 
Commonly, the scr_een is he portrays a deity-like character. 
fractioned into smaller sections, · We don't really know much 
_ oftenshowingbothendsofaphone about Pam, or Stu's marriage to 
. conversation or just sublimi~ally KellY,. or why Ramey continues the 
creating a dizzying-and-crowded pro~aic explanation of his therapy 
New York effect. The simple ·shots - but that's more than fine: This is 
of the phone booth don't get banal a tightly. wound suspense film that 
or tiresome, even after 90 minutes. has the common sense not to stray 
This is a movie thattakes risks. off track b~ause the real story is 
It essentially revolves around two between the two men on the phone. 
characters, the first of which is a · "Phone Booth" is a welcome9 
slick, deceiving ·hustler who must surprise and a marvel accomplish:. 
. earn .our sympathy, and the second ment for Schumacher, Sutherland, . 
of whiCh we never see.- . Farrell, and especially Cohen. Not 
Farrell is on screen practically only is the movie an enrapturing 
every minute of the film, and he showdo~n between Stu and the 
takes the weight upon his shoulders Caller, but the entire time. it. also 
nicely. This film is more like successfully embeds its theme.: 
'.'Tigerland" than "Hart's War" or Chance. 
"Daredevil" for him, reminding us 
mice again that this kid really can 
act. 
~utherland, who was recruited 
by Schumacher after filming had · 
wrapped to dub the Caller's voice, 
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Friday, April 11 
Boy Sets Fire 
·@Bog~t's 
Friday, April 11 
Alix Olson 
@Top Cats · 
-,~1.4f.11 s.1.~1 n JnU·~ 
Sunday, April 13 
The Used 
@Bogart's 
Sun.day, April 13 
Coheed & Cambria 
.@Bogart's 
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AFI 
Sing the Sorrow 
(Dreiunworks) 
AFI combines both energy 
and depressing sounds . 
This may· riot sound interesting · 
to most of you, but the trick thatAFI 
pulls is that the songs are all really. 
good and don't sound like depres-
sion rock at .all.· They actually 
·.sound like hair-metal music from 
the '80s. 
. · That's right, these guys who 
. bleed biack sound· a lot like early 
Bon Jovi. The entire band comes 
in to sing the choruses while they 
crank out the power chords and 
Havok's· voice stands above it all, 
singing of despair. . 
·The music is so upbeat and posi-
tive that it's easy to forget that the 
·lyrics can be pretfy somber. "Danc-
ing Through Sunday" starts out 
with, "Will youjoiit me in this 
dance of misery, cradled in impos-
sibility?" The lyrics just don't 
Don't judge a book by its cover match the way the songs sound, but 
should also read as: "Dm,i't judge this works well for AFI. 
an album by its 'cover." AFI has . The songs work because they're 
made an energetic, powerful album, complex. · An in~ividual song can 
·even though the cover art makes the have several· layers working to~ 
album look like another run-of-the~ gether and can change direction sty-
mill depression album. listically several times. ·This album 
AFI, which stands for A ·Fire makes the listener want to listen to 
Within, run the risk of falling into a the next song, because it's impos-
category most people try ·to .stay · sible to predict what ty'pe ofsong 
away from. That category is slow. it's going to sound like. 
. goth~rock that talks about how de- They may not be. what they l!P-
pressirig the world is and how it all pear, but. that's ok, because what 
works against the singer. they are on the inside is better than 
It's an easy mistake to make with what they're trying to be. Sing the 
an album title of Sing the Sorrow · Sorrow doesn't sound like it be-
and songs like "Bleed Black" and longs to the cover art and look of 
"The Great Disappointment." If all the band, but this surprising album 
that didn't convince you, the open- . is worth listening to. 
ing lyrics on the album is the lead 
singer, Davey Havok, screaming, 
"Love, your hate, your faith ,lost," 
. on the track "Miseria Cantare- The 
Beginning." 





Cat Power proves just how 
· innovative she is 
Cat Power, aka C~an Marshall, 
has a voice that is difficult to de-
scribe. Haunting, scratchy, but 
warm and alive, her voice channels 
folk spirits of years past, conjuring 
up the sound memories of a sadder 
Joni Mitchell, a young Bob Dylan, 
or a focused Jani~ Joplin. 
;,.\Marshall uses her unique voice 
and considerable talents as a 
songwriter to create her sixth al-
bum, the beautifully melancholic 
You Are Free, 
The. ijrst track, "I Don't Blame 
You,'' combines an eerie piano line 
with heartbreakingly honest lyrics, 
setting up the mysterious, evocative 
atmosphere that envelops the entire 
album. 
· Indeed, Marshall is at once dis-
connected, yet immersedin each of 
her songs: She is .kiiown for her 
strange stage antics that include 
perfoi:ming with her back to the 
. : -~ - '. , . '' )•" 
audience and bursting into tears · 
during songs. · 
· Perhaps that is becm1se all of her . 
songs are so stark aild open, so per-
sonal and contemplatlv~; that they 
are understandably difficult to per-
form . 
. Sometimes the. album jtself be-
comes difficult to listen to,.with a . 
feeling thatyou are somehow read-
ing her intensely private diary. 
This feeling tran'slates into many 
of her songs, espeCialJy the slow 
groove of "Fool" and the sad sto-
ries contained in ":Names.", But then 
she can rock out with surprising 
intensity, as in "Speak for Me" and 
"He ·war,'' where she is accompa-
nied by the Foo Figliters' Dave 
Grahl on drums. 
Pearl Jam frontman Eddie 
Vedder also contributes to the al-
bum, providing back-up vocals on 
a few tracks, most notably the final 
song "Evolution." Marshall and 
Vedder complement each other per-
. fectly on this simple, moving song, 
their voices rising over the lyrics: 
"better call on evolution/better way 
to make- a revolution/better make 
your mind up ·quick/better make 
your mind up quick." _ · 
There's ·no doubting her consid-
erable talents, but her· whole per-
sona seems plagued by self-doubt 
and insecurity. Despite all this, You 
Are Free. is a beautiful collection of 
songs, and even inore so, a beauti..: 
ful collection ·-of feelings "and 
memories in which to lose yourself. 
· -Margaret Russo 
Con~~uting Writer 
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Double, double, toil and ·trouble 
· LAME ;DUCK DIVERSIONS EDITOR DAN TAKES ON CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR JACiqE OVER THIS INDiE·TURNED·BLOCKBUSTER HORROR FLICK 
Dan SAYS: 
· ''The Blafr V(itch Project" was 
the_ type of movie that you left the 
theater laughing or crying. It was 
either the scariest thing you had 
ever seen, ·or the silliest.' 
· · I would just Ilke to go on record 
that I did not leave the theater until 
the lights came back on. 
I've seen a lot of horror movies, 
including the majority of the "Hal~ 
loween'.' and "Friday the 13th" se~ 
ries and I have neverbeen as scared 
as I was when I saw "The Blair 
Witch Project." 
Jackie SAYS: 
Do you want to know wh;;it's 
really scary about three really. 
· whiny, annoying people lost in 
the woods. for five days with a 
·video camera? Not much. 
The only. thing scary about 
this movie is that people flocked 
to the theaters to see it when it 
came out. Sure, the whole idea 
of being lost in the woods while. 
filming a d~cumentary about a 
. creepy witch ha8 the potential to 
be really frightening. Do you 
know how dark the woods really 
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.YAHOO.COM get. at night? However, "The The story is of three college stu-
dents doing a class projeet on the 
~lair Witch, an urban legend froi:n 
the.rural parts of Maryland. They · 
intetviewed some townsfolk and 
went into the woods, never to be. 
~een again. Their video footage is 
eventually found; which is what the 
inovie is supposed to b.e .. 
Did this girl just ~se Visine or. is she sitting ·in a tent petrified of a Blair Witch Project" falls far short 
mythical forest witch? · · · of a good horror movie .. 
With this footage, we see the 
three students• become lost in the 
woo.ds as something terrorizes· 
them. We are off~red no explaoa-
. tions.for what we are seeing and no 
know it's going to happ~n~ but it's 
still going to make you jump. 
''The Blair Witch Project" did a 
great job of keeping this suspense 
going the entire movie. The thing 
everyone wanted to see, the thing 
tormenting the campers, always 
seemed to be just off camera, just 
out of view. The fact that we al-
tidy bow at the end, wrapping the ways .seemed to miss whatever it 
story up. was that was tormenting the camp-
The scary parts of a horror ers builds the suspense. . 
movie are when you're not sure I was so sure that final run' 
what's going on .. Whe11 the hero oi: through the house would reveal the 
heroine is cautiously walking .... _Blair Witch. Every time the cam-' 
through a dark hallway and you're era nioved, it always seemed as if, 
not sure when the monster is going the witch had just j~mped out of 
to strike. If it's done well, this part the shot and around the corner. 
can be full of suspense because you I think the people who found this 
·movie to be only humc:iro"Qs didn't 
let themselves be scared by the 
movie·. They went iil there and re-
. fused to believe in the story. I think 
if a persoil· went in there, willing to 
· believe. that the movie they were 
watching was a video someone 
found in an abandoned house, if 
. would have been Impossible for 
. them to not be scared. 
I think the worst part was that 
the story was too forced; these kids 
get lost in the woods and start hear-
ing bumps in the night. I can be-
lieve that, anyone would be creeped 
out if they heard things while lost 
in the middle of the night. . 
But then all of the sudden, one 
of them is disemboweled and the 
other two end up in a random holise 
in the woods screaming and drop-
ping their video cameras. · 
The llour they spend lost and ter-
rified, cursing at one another, is 
more developed ·and entertaining 
than the 20 minutes where slune ap-
pears on their bags and suddenly 
people's organs· are removed and 
delivered to the survivors. 
Plus, I don'tknow about this girl, 
but I am-pretty sure lfl were lost in 
the woods for five days, my hair 
wpuld not be shiny and clean, nor . 
would my finger nails still be pretty 
and unbroken. 
People try to claim this is a true 
story to make the disappearance 
scary~ But this film and the discov-
ery of it could ~asily be faked: 
·"So you ruff off into the woods 
and scream likf? you're being tor-
tured, meanwhile you run around 
with the video camera in the. dark 
·woods, yelling and crying for your 
friend: Then we kill a small aniinal, 
place some nondistinguishable 
body parts in a shirt and leave them 
out:Side the tent, and. make every-
one think they are yours." · 
This footage is left in a random 
. house, and a year later, we "dis-
. cover" their work and we've got the 
world's greatest horror.movie? I'm 
sorry. This movie did nothing for 
me. Well it made me nauseous with 
.all those bouncing camera shots ... 
but that's it. "The Blair Witch 
Projeet" was far too uilbelievabJe to 
be scary. · 
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Torn apart over 'Man ·Ap·art' 
.. 
BY TONY MCCOSHAM 
Contribu~ing Writer 
We are ushered into this theater 
of the diche by a main title se-
quence which seems ripped from an 
"E! True Hollywood Story" (Jim 
Belushi, Chris Farley, or "Saved by 
the Bell," perhaps), complete with 
slow motion splatters of cocaine on 
mirrored surfaces as well as such 
captions as "Cartel Massacre" and 
"Warehouse Raid." . 
As the credits end, Diesel's gruff 
voice greets us with some wonder-
fully expository narration. "Listen 
up! You're in Vin's world now, 
Grandma."· 
Throughout this movie, the nar-
ration becomes more obvi-
ously tacked on as an at-
tempt to fix a film in des-
perate need of re-shoots and 
a riew script. About halfway 
in, the narration drops out 
altogether. 
Following the credits, 
the movie really gets going. 
Diesel{"XXX") plays Sean 
Vetter, a former hoodlum 
who, partnered with long-
time friend Demetrius 
Hicks (L¥enz Tate, "Dead 
Presidents"), is a member of 
an elite group of DEA operatives 
who "work outside the system," em-
ploying questi~nable pro·cedures 
and in-your-face bravado. You're 




. One part punk, one part 
rap, all good; 
The Transplants are based in 
Oakland and consist of Tim . 
Armstrong (of Rancid), Travis 
Barker (of Blink 182), and Rob 
Aston: Since their conception in . 
1999, they have 'developed a 
uniqt1e, underground style that has 
taken many by surprise. · 
While s0me who are familiar 
with Rancid feel this eclectic side 
project is out of step for Arll).strong, 
others recognize its innovation and 
potential. !>4Y advice is to take the 
album for ils face value; it isn't 
Rancid, itisn'tBlink 182, it's some-
thing totally new: 
Furthermore, it isn't totally 
punk, it isn't ever quite rap and it 
isn't really rock and roll. It can be 
a mix of all of them - somehow.· 
Regardless of labels, which can't 
ever fully describe music, this is an 
original album. · There are a lot of 
. side-winding, incoming influences 
·VIN DIESEL DOESNT DELIVER IN HIS NEWEST ACTION FLOP 
The boys are fresh off the arrest tel, Vetter turns to the imrrisoned 
of cartel head Meno Lm;ero (Geno Lucero for help. These become ex-
Silva, "Jurassic Park: Lost World") tra tense when Lucero's family is 
when some assassins rain bullets on murdered as well.· Who is this mys-
their parade by attacking Vetter's terious Diablo and has he no mor-
house, injuring Vetter arid killing als? 
h.is wife (cough, "Hard to Kill," Meanwhile, Vetter and the gang 
cough). Sean spends some time. in of rascals continue the pursuit by 
a coma and wakes up a determined posing as cocaine· buyers in order 
man out to get revenge (cough, still to come in contact with Diabl9. But 
"Hard to Kill," cough, cough). the deal results in a gunfight and 
I 
As Sean gets back on the force, Vetter beating a man to death. Here, 
·with little to no recuperating time, a surprising display of dramatic in- · 
evidence suggests the rising of a . tensity on :Diesel's par.tis injected. 
new cartel kingpin, Diablo. Hun- Unfortunately, he speaks, and the. 
gry like the wolf and distraught over moment is Jost .. 
his wife's murder, Vetter's determi- Here is the obligatory Diesel-
nation turns into a general disregard rant. Diesel, hot off "The Fast and 
. for police authority and his personal 
safety while he attempts to get his 
man (cough, "Lethal Weapon," 
cough)'. 
While trying to infiltrate the car-
the Furious" and other action mov-
ies Hollywood tells us are good; is 
the major driving force behind this 
flick. Somebody's been trying to 
pawn off Diesel as the new Arnold 
. Schwarzenegger, and I don't think 
I like it. The new Christopher Lam-
bert, sure. The new Steven Seagal, 
definitely. But by no means the 
next Schwarzenegger. At the height 
of his reign over Hollywood brawn, 
Arnold was able to pump _out the 
type of high-adrenalin~ (albeit.low-
intelligence) flick that Diesel and 
his PR men have been incapable of 
. producing. · 
Now, Idon'tmeari to paint good 
ole Ahnuld as an Olivier who wrui 
able to produce Cinematic diamonds · 
of a Wellesian sort, but to me, when 
Vin Diesel glances off-set to get his next line. 
compared to such schlock as but if this inovie .had enjoyably 
''A.part,"· Arnold's· work is golden· mindless action scenes, I would be 
action cinema. Arnold's cinematic hard pressed to enjoy them due to 
feats may be em~ellishnients, but the weepy sentimentality present 
in ''A. Man Apart," the filmmakers throughout. I'll take Arnold swing-· 
apparently couldn't buy a well- ing across amini-'mall on some bal-
staged action scene or a single .. loon thing,, or fighting an alien in the 
genuinely suspenseful moment. ·1n jungle over this any day. 
the choppy, uneventful action And so, ''A..Man Apart" fails at 
scenes, I was merely able to gather both having some sort of emotional 
that guris wer~ used" and· people weight and c:Iecently displaying its. 
were shot. Not that I really cared action: An utter failure of a movie. 
. who died or lived. . Fin;illy, I feel my opinions can be 
.i'm a~ much of a· fan of mind- best expressed when I quote the 
iess fun as the next guy Gust look poet who said, "The best part about 
atmylong-repressedardorforAus- 'Saving Private Ryan' is when Vin 
trian strongman Schwarzenegger), Diesel dies." 
. . 
ready to bomb any of the tracks 
with their mark. For instance, the 
first track roars a rhythm guitar over 
a syncopated bass drum beat; mean-
while, a synthesized menacing 
melody haunts the listener's ears. 
WH-EN ·y@I.J'DIE:: .:you GO. 
' . . . ' . . . '·. .... . . . . ., . ... - ·. 
The first five songs· on the self-
titled Transplants album rip through 
the speakers as violently -as their 
lyrics propose and come to a head 
on the fifth song - appropriately 
called "QuiCk Death." 
The sixth and seventh songs are 
a welcome reprieve for your ear-
drums from the awesome volume· 
of the op·ening. "Sad But True" 
opens as a somber church hymnal 
and rides into a hopped-up beat for· 
the remainder. 
As a tribute to lost loves, the lyri- -
cal shift in content adds depth to the . 
album's listening experience. Track 
7, "Weigh on my Mind," adds a 
similar feeling. This two-song re-
. prieve ends ori track 8, when the 
screeching guitars return. 
"California Baby Ion" or ''.Down 
in Oakland" are both catchy songs 
that can. get st_uck in your head. 
Don't be surprised if you keep tap-
ping your foot hours later. 
For all of the musical variation · 
and originality, the lyncal messages 
an~ also-thought-provoking and 
easy to r_elate to. The gang mental-
ity the Transplants_ have adopted 
prevails: throughout nearly every . 
song. This theme can growold, but 
it is useful for what it is worth: - _ 
songs about loyalty, life and friend- , 
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·Xavier's Most Wanted 
. • I ' 
. . 
· These two fugitives have been running from 
. . . ' . . . - . 
· · the law for years, if you see them on the 
. . ' . ' . 
streets, approach them with· extreme caution. 
. . . . . 
· · A public service anouncement from your · 
. . frielldiy Newsw'ire staff. · 
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mto; IJ~l I tJ!\;4 
April 9 
· Okay, I admit it ... I'm running 
out of pictures to use. I knO\y this 
does notjustify any of my choices 
over the ·past few weeks, but it's -
the best explanation I can give. 
By Jim Murphy. To place an item in the calendar, mail to newswire-calendar@xavier.edu or ML 2129. 
· - · ·wm get hurt before the end of April" 
.THIJRSDAY Quick news_ release: my re-
placements for next year have been 
found. That's right, there will be· 
an unprecedented two writers of 
·this column next year. Best of luck 
to John Houser and. Dan 
Arbeznik. Dan already has expe-
April 10 
. rience, while John· is a Calendar 
City virgin. Should be interest-
ing to see what these two come up 
with". Now for the weekly events .. 
The St. Vincent de Paul Society 
is sponsoring a charity conc·ert at 5 
p.m; on the residential mall. The 
price of admission is either $2 or a 
canned good or clothing donation 
to the charity. Or you could just be 
a bastard and listen to the music for 
free from your dorm room. 
International Coffee Hour will 
be held in celebration of Cambo-
dia at 3:30 p.m~ in the G-Spot. -
Honestly, I don't know anything 
about this country, and therefore 
my ignorance will prohibit me 
from making a joke here. 
SAC is sponsoring a night at the 
Aronoff to see "The Lion King" 
beginning at 6:30 p.m. I wonder if 
little Zelda is playing the role of 
Simba? -
Are you concerned about the 
· war in any way? If so, head to the 
Conaton Board Room at 9 p.m. for 
an open discussion. I'm expect-
ing the discussion to get pretty 
heated between the people who 
love war but refuse to join the 
armed forces and the people who 
hate war and refuse to eat meat. 
Classic case of hippies vs. old 
people. It's really quite sad. 
For the record, what's the deal 
with old people? I mean, seriously! 
Why do they have to be so old? 
After only a year's passing; the . 
patio of Ryan's Pub is officially 
opening. In ·honor of the event, a 
b1au will be held in .the establish-
ment with drink and food specials 
all· day. If I see anyone emerging 
from this event wearin·g a lei and 
. telling me, "Dude, I just got Ieid," 
well, I'll probably have to do the 
world a favor and smack him. 
A certain group of entrepreneur-
ial studies majors are sponsoring a 
program in which they sell plastic 
cups with the Xavier logo on them 
for just $4. You can getthis cup at 
Soupie's, and the bartenders.will fill 
it up for merely a dollar. Show some 
love for your fellow students by 
buying one of these cups.· Yes, you 
can still pour your big-ass beers 
into these cups. 
Speaking of Big-ass Beer Night, 
. there is simply nothing more fun 
than watching people try to drink 
. from an oversized beer bottle and 
dance at the same time. 




An Inteq1ational Fair will be 
held at 3 p.m. on the residential 
mall. Afterwards, a concert will be 
held at 6 p.m. What's the deal with 
the increasing number of outdoor · 
- concerts on campus? Is X~vier try-
ing to turn into Miami University? -
Don't Tell Anna will perform to-
night and tomorrow in a location 
that has yet to be decided. You can 
tell that kid who talks like Milton 
fiom "Office Space," you can tell 
the lady at BW3 's who is too inter-
ested in STDs, but Don't Tell Anna. 
Tonight, students will have the 
opportunity to see Jim Thome and. 
the Phillies battle the Reds at the 
new ballpark, thanks to SAC and 
Senior Board. Just out of curiosity, 
where do I cash in my "Ken Griffey 
stock? This guy is almost as worth-
less as arm hair. · 
SATURDAY 
·April 12 
Today is Honors. Day at Xavier. 
Awards will be given away begin-
ning at 9 a.m., with a leadership as-
sembly at 2 p.m. in the G-Spot. 
Nine a.m.? Just because we get good·_ 
grades, doesn't mean we don't like 
todrhik. 
Today· is also "International 
Teens Against Zits Day." Does this 
mean that teens enjoy ·zits the other 
364 days of the year? And what's · 
with the "international" part? Can 
you say "zit" in Swahili? I need to 




Bryan Wallick, classical pianist, 
will perform at 2:30 p.m. in the G- · 
Spot theatre. Just for the record, 
"pianist" is probably the inost un-




The Office of the Registrar would 
like you to know that today is the 
final day f6r students to drop 
classes. Apparently, 11ot going to 
For classifieds info call Renee at 745-3561 or e-mail her at newswire-classifieds@xavier.edu 
Help Wanted 
CTI, a local healthcare service 
company, is looking for full-time 
and part-time Research Associates. 
Must have Microsoft Office expe-
rience and be available a minimum 
of 20 hours per week. This posi-
tion is ideal for college students 
or recent grads~ Please contact 
Cindy Schulten at 598-9290· or 
email at c·schulten@ctifacts.com. 
Earn $5 in 10 minutes. 
Volunteers are needed for a study 
on balance ability. 
No athletes or former athletes. 
For more information call Dr. 
Davlin at x3430. · 
For Rent 
Great house just put on the mar-
ket for renters! Nice 4 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, house that wiil comfort-
Lg 3 BR, DR, LR,"den, cable in 
every room, 1,500+ sf, Cl A, D/W, 
FREE W/D, off street parking; 10 
min walk to campus, avail for ·next 
school year. $850.00/mo. 396-7287. 
Three bedroom renovated apart-
ment, two baths, front porch, off 
street parking, NC, heat paid, walk 
to campus, $1050/mo, Adam 608-
0 8 8 . 7 
2 bdrm apt.for rent- 2 balconies, 
hardwood, off:.str.eet parking, 5 min 
walk to.XU. $700 mon + wtr focld. 
8 91 0 3 98 
House for rent on Eden Park. 
Updated efficiency/ 2 bdrm. Park-
ing, laundry and NC. $350-$540 
a month plus. utilities. · Call 281-
0825. 
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING! 
2303 Morton Ave. Norwood. 1 bdrm 
$455, 3 bdrm $750, pluss utilities. 
Off street parking, newly renovated. 
Call Chris at 891-9588. 
Large town house on Eden Park. . Four bedroorp renovated apart-
2 bdrm, 2 bath. Parking, A/C, _ ment, two baths, front porch, off 
washer dryer hookup, fire place. street parking, NC, heat and water 
$795 a month plus utilities. Call paid, walk to campus, $1150/mo, 
281-0825. · A d a m 6 0 8 - 0 · 8 8 7 
North Avondale. Renovated 1 
bdrni. Off-street parking, ale, new 
windows, paid heat and laundry. 
$425 month. 505-5551. 
3741 Spencer, Newly renovated; 
4 bdrms, CA, Driveway.deck, WD, 
no pets~ Available 611- or can wait 
untili August! $350pp + util. 984-
8576. . 
6,4,2 Bedroom Apt less than one 
mile from campus in Norwood. 
Maid service free of charge, new 
windows/siding, off-street parking, 
large back yard with garage. Call 
708-5287. 
1 or 2 bdrm for rent. Available 
August 1, 2003. $425 a month. Off 
street parking, A/C, water paid, 
. fenced in backyard, free laundry: 
Very spacious .. CallAlex -at 256-
0253. . 
Walk to campus, 2 & 3 bedroom 
furnished apartments, air condi-
tioned, off-street parking, laundry 
· in basement, on Dana. Starting at 
$200/montQ/student. Call 703- :· 
3242 for info. 
House for rent Walk to campus. 
516 bdrm, 2 kitchens, 2 baths, cov-
ered porches.and W/D. 3964 Re-
gent Ave. $295 p~r person. Avail-
able June!, 2003. 948-8576~ 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Class tor seven consecutive weeks 
· stil.1 does not count as dropping the 
class. 
rhe Wellness Team Lunch and 
· Learn Sedes "ontinues at noon in 
room 330 of the G-Spot. This dis-
cussion will ·concern breast can-
cer awareness .. I think it would be 
best if I just let this one -go. 
Finally, there will be a Town 
Hall meeting at 7 p.m. in the 'Tas. I 
really hope people take this seri-
. ously; and that someone dresses up 
arid acts like· the town drunk, an-
other one like the village bicycle, 




. Have you ever seen the movie 
"Black Hawk Down?" If you liked 
it, you might want to check out 
Ken Thomas' presentation at 7 p.m. 
in the G-Spot. Ken was a member 
of the Army company described in 
this movie, and will be speaking 
. about the expectations of iuodern 
leaders. 
Look at that picture. I think we 
can all agree that Something needs 
to be done about people openly 
displaying their excess body hair. 
I don't need to see a guy with more 
hair on his back than on his head 
enjoying the sai:ne baseball game I 
. am. Can't we establish something · 
like a "citizen's arrest" for this type 
of behavior? We could call it . 
"cjtizen's shearing," and any time 
this type of'excess hair is displayed 
in public, it would be the duty of 
everyone to shave him/her. 
I tell ya, if I ever run for office, · 
don't vote for me. Murphout. . 
For Rent: Efficiency apartment. 
New kitchen, carpet, heat, and wa-
ter furnished. Parking lot and off-
street parking. Three-minute walk 
. to Xavier. $285 a month. $285 
deposit. Call 961-0719 or 383-
3798: -
Norwood, 3 bdrm, recently re-
modeled! NC, laundry and park-
ing. 5 minl;Jte walk to XU. $700 
per month. Call 218-3808. 
Spacious 4 bdrm house next to 
campus at 1612 Danna Ave. 
Equipped, also has washer and 
dryer. 321-0004 or 616-3798. 
2 bdrm apt for rent - screened 
balcony, crpt, off st park, 5 min walk .. 
to XU. $750 mon + wtr incld.1029 
Dana. 891-0398. 
3 bdrm, 2 bath, on Hudson. Very 
nice. Additional study room. Cen-
tral air, and off-street parking.· $875 
a month. Available Ju_ne 1st. Call 
Patil at 739~7874. 
. ably hold 4, 5 or 6 tenants. Newly 
painted interior, front porch, back-
yard, driveway and two car garage. 
Cleaning services provided at no 
extra cost to tenants. Walking dis-
tance from XU's campus is 1 mile. 
Call 513-675-8714." 
Large two-bedroom apartment 
with living room, dining room and 
kitchen. Private entrance, off-street 
parking, two balconies, laundry. 
New kitchen, bath, paint and car-
pet. Easy two-block walk to cam~ 
pus. six-month. or one-year lease. 
Available immediately $600/ 
month. One-inonth deposit. 769-
Perfect house available for stu-
dents! Great three-story house can 
accommodate groupings of 2, 4 or 
6 tenants. Offers front porch, back-
yard and driveway. Newly remod-
eled bathroom and bedrooms. · 
Cleaning services ·provided at no 
extra cost to tenants. Less than 1 ' 
mile from XU's campus. Call 513-
3-4 BR House, 1.5 miles from 
campus, maid-service; off-street 
parking with 2-c;:ar garage, new win-
dows and siding - $1050/Month. 
Call 513-675-8714. 
. 1 Bdrm apartment in Hyde Park,. 
newly renovated, $475/month, heat/ 
water paid, parking, laundry, NC 
: and balcony. Call 807-9832. 
Apartment for rent. 5-.8 bdrm 
across from XU. $250 to $300 per 
person. Call616-9000. 4898. . . 
. 708-5287; 
1-2 brdm on Hudson. Excellent 
condition. $425 a month. Avail-
able May 1st. CallPaulat739~7874. 
Hyde Park/Oakley. Renovated 
1 bdrm. Walk to· square. Balcony, 
laundry; paid heat, AIC a,nd off-
street parking. $475 - $525/month. 
505-5551. . . 
1945 Cleneay, lbdrm, Available 
Now! No lease. Walk to Campus, 
XU: students in same bldg., W/D, 
$375 :t electric 984-8576 
